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The Past is a Horny Country:
Porn Movies and the Image of Archaeology
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Abstract
Do you watch porn? Most people lie when answering this question. The pornographic industry would not be as big as it is if nobody consumed it. As with other cultural expressions, archaeology and the past are also represented in porn movies, affecting the public image of our discipline as it does advertising, literature, or cinema. This paper explores and analyses the multiple references to the past and our profession found within the context of pornographic movies and other erotic products, highlighting the potential of pornography as another tool for informal education.
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Parental advisory: Explicit content

I believe everyone recalls the oft-quoted opening line from L.P. Hartley’s *The Go Between* (1953): “The past is a foreign country: they do things differently there.” Archaeologists will also recall the homonymous book by David Lowenthal (1985). For me, Lowenthal’s book has been essential in shaping my idea of public archaeology, and more specifically in understanding the implications of the past in the present. This paper is a tribute to that book, which Cambridge University Press is going to “revisit” soon (Lowenthal
And without intending to sound disrespectful, I believe pornography is one of the primary sources for the study of public perceptions of archaeology. After all, pornography and sex are essential expressions of humankind that we need to make less taboo (Attwood and Smith 2014).

**Laughing with the past**

Those of us who grew up watching *The Flintstones* or *Captain Caveman* are very familiar with two of the main stereotypes about the prehistoric past; there were rude, dirty, and underdeveloped human beings adorned with bones and fur... and there were dinosaurs. Fun as this genre was, cinema became deluged with an interminable list of movies from which we learnt that the best way for a prehistoric man to have sex was to club a cavewoman on the head, grab her by the hair, and drag her back into the cave. Simple as that. I cannot recall the number of times I have seen this image, or even in the reverse, when a cavewoman grabs the caveman by his penis.

*Fig1. Quando gli uomini armarono la clava e... con le donne fecero din- don (1971)*
Popular humour often takes ideas, sometimes obscene, from the past and archaeology. One of the first archaeologically-themed dirty jokes that comes to mind is, of course, the term *Homo erectus* itself, which was recently used in a monologue for the FameLab Spain science and engineering competition, as well as in the title of a pornographic movie. Again, simple as that. Academia has also faced this issue, although not in any serious manner. The huge amount of pornographic materials we inherited from the past contributed to the writing of two books by Paul Bahn and Bill Tidy; *Ancient Obscenities* (1999a) and *Disgraceful Archaeology* (1999b), which I still do not know if are the same. The popularity of these books indicates that sex is so taboo in certain contexts that they become part of the game, as it were. The gender roles and stereotypes inherent in this sort of humour speak not only about archaeology or the past, but also about our society today. Recent feminist critiques (i.e. Soler 2012; Querol 2014), for instance, quite rightly point to the fact that images of women and their traditional roles in representations of the past impact upon gender equality today. It is indeed worrying when we laugh at fictional cavemen using a club to dominate women and have sex. But what also requires examination is the easy synonymy with the prehistoric past and sexual roles; even the television show *Family Guy* utilised this concept in an episode (“Quest for Fur”) which showed one of its main characters, Lois Griffin, on a porn movie set that was meant to look like the prehistoric past.

**Advertising bodies**

In my recent monologue for Famelab Spain (http://youtu.be/_IsVjJ0zK08), I used the example of Angelina Jolie’s body in the *Tomb Raider* movie as a determinant factor for many in being interested in archaeology. Because as cool as Harrison Ford is, he is not cool enough for heterosexual young men. Since I first used it
in a presentation at the 2008 EAA Meeting, it has worked as a joke; people laugh at it. But the reason why I used this joke is because Lara Croft was designed to attract young gamers in the first place. As we all know, advertisements commonly use this role of woman-as-object to attract heterosexual male consumers through eroticism, which has long been denounced by feminist groups and intellectuals (Barthel 1988; and a good overview at Blloshmi 2013). But it is also problematic that when targeting women or gay consumers, advertisements also employ a man-as-object perspective (Craig 1992). All in all, the number of eroticised images in traditional product advertising—whether explicit or not—are endless, from the gorgeous woman trying to convince you to buy a perfume to smell (and look) like her, to the beautiful man who becomes irresistible to women wearing the same kind of perfume, or the muscular man selling gym subscriptions.

Fig. 2: Rachel Welch & Malena Costa (©GQ)
Movies are no different, with casting frequently being a type of advertising in itself. The iconic image of Raquel Welch in One Million Years B.C. endures, as does that of 1968 Playboy Playmate of the Year Victoria Vetri in When Dinosaurs Ruled the Earth. In 2013, a special volume on iconic bikini poses in movies in the Spanish edition of the fashion magazine GQ had the famous model Malena Costa wearing—what else?—the fur bikini of Raquel Welch and holding a club. The only saving grace of that photo shoot was that they left the dinosaurs out (Fig. 2). Beauty in the movies is a must for most blockbuster products, and this applies to both women and men. Can you imagine Indiana Jones starring John Goodman or Woody Allen? The latter is not even the protagonist of his own The Purple Rose of Cairo.
Television shows continue this tradition, with the new generation of cable shows capitalising on the lack of censorship to make sex part of the plot, such as in *Rome* (HBO) or *Spartacus* (Starz). The British comedy *Plebs* (ITV2), which is set during Roman times, at least presents an erotic plot with no explicit sex. In *Spartacus*, sex is in truth not essential for plot progression, but is merely a ploy to attract more viewers. *Rome* and *Plebs* show the reality of sex from a ‘historical’ perspective. The former highlights the cruelty of humanity by weaving rapes, prostitution, complots, and affairs in the plot, which are essential to understand the characters’ interactions and personalities. *Plebs*, meanwhile, is about two young citizens who recently landed in ancient Rome and their quest for sex. Although I have in the past only referenced the present article as a joke, it does bear repeating in light of the above: if sex did not sell, there would not be so much of it.

Fig. 4: Plebs (ITV) and Rome (HBO)
We don’t do dinosaurs!

http://youtu.be/Ln5W1EbYAW0

*Thank you Adobe for making it impossible to embed online videos with the latest version of your software.

Have you seen this video? ArchaeoSoup Productions bring us some of the smartest and funniest reflections on archaeology. Undoubtedly, dinosaurs are one of the topical themes of our conversations with the non-archaeologists we occasionally meet.

- So, what do you do for a living?
- I’m an archaeologist.
- Oh! So cool! Have you found any dinosaurs?
- ...

I believe we have all had this conversation at some point in our lives. Movies and TV series like the ones mentioned above show humans interacting with dinosaurs, projecting the image—and sending out the message—that human prehistory was full of them. There are even some pseudo-archaeological phenomena, such as the Ica stones in Peru, which also try to pair us with dinosaurs in some lost prehistoric era.
While I was researching this article I came across some disturbing images, videos, and even books that I could hardly imagine existed. The ‘softest’ of these was gay dinosaur cartoon porn, because it involved no human beings. But humans are involved in the new literary genre made popular in the mass media: ‘dinosaur porn’ (Beck 2013). Obviously influenced by the Japanese ‘monster porn’ phenomenon, some folk in USA decided to write erotic stories in which dinosaurs are somehow copulating with women.

Following the success of the dinosaur porn pioneers on Amazon, other authors decided to cash in, even producing Spanish versions of these stories. Sex is obviously on display in these novels, but here, the sex happens between male dinosaurs and female humans in a way I hardly understand and find distasteful. Not even The Flintstones porn parodies I have found (besides the comics) have dinosaurs so central to the plot. Of course, these stories are not situated in a specific historical moment or period, and there is lack of context. But context never really matters in porn.
That said, I have to admit that the now infamous video of three Pterodactyls having sexual intercourse with a woman has been really successful in every social gathering I have attended lately. But it also makes me wonder if we are actually that twisted. I will not embed the video in this article, but you can Google it if interested. I will just add that this video has become an Internet meme, and even has its own entry in *Urban Dictionary*.

**Can we learn anything about archaeology by watching porn?**

I quoted Paul Bahn at the beginning of this article and I will quote him again now. His latest book with Bill Tidy, *Dirty Diggers* (2013), has enough sexual anecdotes to plot some porn movies. It appears that we have a promiscuous profession, so why not our own porn genre?

*The past as plot: All excuses are good for sex*

It is said that there is no need for plot in porn. Normally, scenes occur for no apparent reason. However, some genres appear to be more successful in response to traditional sexual fantasies (Barker 2014). As a matter of fact, some porn movies offer a quite elaborate plot; sex still happens for no reason but there is, at least, a background story.

I have already commented on *The Flintstones* and other television shows or movies in which dinosaurs and humans are supposed to coexist, which I of course consider to be pure fiction (if any of the other movies could be tagged as non-fiction). So the classic *Homo erectus*, together with other movies and movie scenes in which actors play Palaeolithic humans. Unfortunately, I cannot offer any statistics on the topic, as the nearly fifty videos of movies and scenes I have collected is just a small sample of the total that
may exist. But judging from these alone, cavemen and cavewomen feature quite prominently. The actors’ outfits are exactly the same as in other productions, such as documentaries, and respond to the image most people have of cavemen and cavewomen. It might be an easy period to perform—but because there are no dinosaurs around, and if you overlook the silicone, these movies are at least of more historical value than other Hollywood productions like 10,000 B.C., where the plot has no historical sense at all.

Egypt is another popular setting. Films like Cleopatra—the inspiration behind this article—or The Pyramid are now porn classics too. In these movies, plots go wild with nonsensical stories of resurrection and sex, but the markers of this genre are clear: the mummies, pharaohs, and even museums. The props are very similar to those shown in any other movie or documentary, although there are some low budget productions that just paint some kind of hieroglyphs in the paper wall, and adorn their actors with shiny paper headdresses and a white bed sheets. The Greek-themed porn movies feature mythological stories, where Hercules, Ulysses, and other gods and goddesses copulate in stories with no plot. But these movies manage to employ decent props, especially in the remarkable porn parody of 300.

For the Iron Age, I only found an XXX parody of Asterix and Obelix. But the Roman age is especially popular, second only to the Palaeolithic and Egypt, with several productions of great quality. Rome and Gladiator are two three-part productions with an excellent setting and a solid plot. Caligula has an XXX version too, with a very similar look to the original show. In all these cases, one can actually see some interesting details about daily life in Rome that are hardly found in some blockbuster productions from Hollywood.

The tendency is similar in other pornos with historical settings—they all present some stereotypes and some fantasy adorned with
cheaper replications of Hollywood props. However, after watching all of these movies, I began to wonder: can we actually learn something from these porn movies? I remember watching *La guerre du feu* in school; but I feel that some tiny changes in the plot of *Homo erectus* would make it just as educational as the former (excepting the porn, of course). The same is true of *Rome*.

**The professional in the plot: How do we look?**

I began a recent article on archaeology and daily life by noting “I wish I was Harrison Ford” (Almansa 2013a). It would be too easy a joke to say I want to be like one of the actors in a porn movie, so I will stay with Harrison Ford. Archaeologists are highly appreciated characters in popular culture, and the *archaeo-appeal* (Holtorf 2005: chapter 9) of the profession is a reality we all have experienced. It is, in all probability, this same archaeo-appeal that causes the past to feature so prominently in porn movies, and also why the character of the archaeologist appears in so many of them.

As expected, most of these movies feature derivations or parodies of Indiana Jones, as the character has become a pop culture icon. This means that the figure of the archaeologist that appears in pornos and other mass media forms is based on fiction—adventurers with hats, brown explorer clothing, and sometimes whips—rather than the more mundane reality of actual professional archaeologists.

Remarkably, the closest depiction of actual archaeological activity in the movies I have researched is a visit to Egypt and a museum. Except for *Road to Atlantis* (2004), which shows two archaeologists engaged in an ‘excavation’—that is, digging with their hands until they get a small artefact—there is, oddly enough, no sign of archaeology around the archaeologists. The two parodies of Indiana Jones I found, *Carolina Jones* (2008) and *Indiana Mack* (2000 and 2001), are more adventure-themed pornos than anything else.
Guy 1: *Hang on! This is a discovery, let’s do a little research on our own first… Hey! Someone is coming over.*
Antiques: *Good afternoon gentleman. Working hard I see.*
Guy 1: *Are you with the dig?*
Antiques: *Not exactly… My card […] I specialize in ancient art. I pay very good.*
Guy 1: *But this is a university sponsored dig.*
Guy 2: *Yes, everything we excavate belongs to the Greek government.*
Antiques: *I sometimes find cash can be a benefit for young men like yourselves.*
Guy 1: *It is guys like this, they rob the tombs and sell the stuff in the black market. You think our discovery is safe?*
*Road to Atlantis (2010)*

“This belongs to the museum
*My father is Indy Jones
Hey you got a pussy, don’t you? Use it or lose it”
The thoughts of Carolina Jones before sleeping...
*Carolina Jones (2008)*

*Smuggling Sexpedition* (2012) deserves special mention, however. The movie is about a group of looters who are being pursued by the police. There is a clear establishment of good and evil in the plot, which ends in a spectacular pursuit featuring a helicopter. Although there are no archaeologists in the story, the message was still clear: looting is bad.

Despite these erroneous depictions, however, it must be noted that we ourselves hardly shun the ‘adventurer’ in our professional lives. In truth, when we analyse the image of archaeology and archaeologists (see any of the already quoted works on the topic), we can focus on different issues, depending on our own research interests. For instance, if we want to evaluate the knowledge of a period, we will try to see how this period has been understood
and represented. From the time I started writing papers (Almansa 2006), I have always been interested in the image of the profession and the professional, and this article is admittedly biased by this perspective.

**Learning about archaeology by watching porn**

So we need to ask ourselves whether anyone can learn anything about archaeology when watching porn. The porn movies with archaeological themes described above are too varied in their plots and production values to discern any one message, especially because they are being analysed by a single researcher with a singular point of view. It is for this reason that I propose a controlled study of these movies by non-archaeologists, who might be better able to offer a non-biased analysis of the contents and the learning possibilities of porn for archaeology.

The current figures for porn consumption, straight and gay, masculine and feminine oriented ones are astonishing (just see *PornHub Insights Stats* for one single online site: http://www.pornhub.com/insights/category/stats/), although there is still a lack of research (Voss 2012). This means that the opportunities inherent in using porn as an educational tool—if we can use the word ‘education’ here—are enormous. We usually talk about audiences, the public, communities, etc., and forget the fact that most of our work is geared towards a section of the public that already values archaeology and engages with it. As well as other audiovisual cultural products that have been understood as informal education, pornography has the capacity to reach an audience that is significantly broader than any notion of ‘audience’ that we might envision. And so, depending on the goals we are trying to achieve, using porn can actually help change some stereotypes and preconceived ideas about the past, about archaeology, and about
archaeologists. However, in order to do that, we need to take part in the process.

Epilogue

Shall we get involved in the porn industry? When we do not even have any real impact in the production of other, more conventional cultural products that reference archaeology, trying to establish a base here might sound idealistic. However, where the developers of cultural products once occupied a different world, they are now part of ours—so our involvement may just be a matter of need and time. We tend to think about innovation in terms of technology, but work niches can be innovative too. If there is an opportunity, we should take it.

While I write these lines, a colleague has just entered a discredited TV show to look for a couple in Spain. This show is more popular than any in its timeslot, and her explanation of what archaeology is in the first two minutes of the show will probably be more successful in terms of public education than any of our efforts this year. Also, an April Fool’s Day prank about archaeology was nominated as best radio comedy in Germany this year. Archaeologists in collaboration with a German radio station prepared it, and thousands of people listened in (Scherzler 2014). We, from JAS, are currently supporting a radio serial with a background context of archaeology (García 2014), and publishing a novel about preventive archaeology (Guerra 2012). Why not going further?

The lack of real specialists consulting for mass media productions and cinema is a fact that we should try to address, and porn can be seen as another avenue. The fact remains that the current image of archaeology, archaeologists, and the past that is depicted in porn movies does not differ much from that depicted in other conventional media. So whatever space there is for improvement
should be capitalised upon. In the same way advertising overuses the term ‘heritage’ (Almansa 2013b), we should also try to have our say. Because overlooking porn for any reason entails overlooking millions of porn consumers as a potential audience that could be positively influenced to value and understand our work.

Writing this text I have imagined several plots for successful porn movies with a strong archaeological message. The past is a horny country, and our lives are quite evocative too. If we have any opportunity in any context in which archaeology can be made to look good to members of the public—in porn or otherwise—then it would be remiss not to take it.
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